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yeh jawaani hai deewani is embellished with a youthful and crazy score, with pritam belting out popular, energetic numbers. 'badtameez dil', 'balam pichkari'
and 'ghagra' are high-on-energy tracks that have already hit the popularity charts. 'kabira' oozes melody and has rich lyrical value. the choreography of

'badtameez dil' in particular is super, with ranbir gyrating to the tunes with delight. madhuri's presence in the 'ghagra' track adds credence too. the film gets
back to its identity in the end, but as a grown-up romcom, this has plenty of promise as a bet, and should serve as the launch pad for the next generation of
romcoms. incidentally, this is also the third time that dharma has made a pre-engagement film for akshay kumar in the past six years. this movie is not just

well-made, it is very successful in projecting a clean image of young love, which is seldom seen in the hindi film industry, and one which is not jaded. here the
stars sizzles and sparkles off the screen. there are obviously no dull moments in this film, even if it lacks the proper focus. but no one should have a problem
with a lack of focus in a rohit shekhar-kareena kapoor starrer. this is a romantic comedy that runs wild on euphoria, and it makes you feel as if you are finally
fed some food, away from the diet you have been watching for so long. it is an absolute pleasure to watch. there is genuine enthusiasm in the performances,
a song performance that will hurt you in the best way. the debut song of alka yagnik comes in with a massive bollywood scale, the best one for as long as i

can remember. their chemistry is full of glamour and they look absolutely stunning.
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bunny (ranbir kapoor) and naina (deepika padukone) fall in love very easily. they have all the 'chicks'
fooled into thinking they are adults only to begin with but then they learn to live their life in the real

world, leaving their sona-lipstick in the past. yeh jawaani hai deewani is tailor-made for ranbir kapoor
and his fans. it is packed with scenes to demonstrate his joi lishness. the backdrop and costumes are
the right side of his screendom. the movie glamourised the scenes of waltzing, samba dancing, disco

dancing and much more. the film is like a reflection of your own life, in the professional as well as
personal sense. his fans will rejoice over each scene as they will be able to live it out. he said at the
time of his marriage, "i am in the business of entertaining my audience," and 'your' audience has by
and large, fallen in love with him already. download yeh jawaani hai deewani (2013) full movie. this

is a hindi movie and available in 720p & 480p qualities for your mobile/tablet/computer. this movie is
based on drama, musical, romance this movie is available in hd print so you can click on the

download button below to download yeh jawaani hai deewani (2013)hd print full movie on internet.
there is a wedding, a journey in the snow-capped himalayas, brilliantly choreographed dances and a
lead pair with crackling chemistryyeh jawaani hai deewani is a mishmash of all the hit romcoms you
have watched, perhaps more than twice, over the decades. the film looks contemporary in the most

glossy and lavish possible way. the cinematography by v. manikandan, which uses plenty of soft
lighting, has the signature cosmetic plume of all-expensive romcoms coming out of dharma

productions, karan johar s banner, which has produced the film. 5ec8ef588b
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